
 

Ref No. AIACE/CENTRAL/2021 / 058                           Dated    3.5.2021 

To 
CMD 
BCCL, Koylabhawan, 
 Dhanbad. 
 

Sub:  Regularisation of   payment of Monthly Monetary compensation  in lieu of 

employment to  Mrs Mou Mukherjee W/o Late Ranjan Mukherjee,Sr Mgr(M),EIS no-

90070961 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

Our Associate (dependent Member), Mrs Mou  Mukherjee, spouse of late Ranjan Mukherjee, 

EIS No.90070961 has endorsed us  a copy of an appeal submitted to CMD, BCCL for redressal 

of her sufferings resulting out of apathy shown to her by various departments of BCCL. 

(copies enclosed as Annexures). Her case is briefly described as under: 

 Late Ranjan Mukherjee, EIS No.90070961, was posted at Koyla Bhawan in D(T), P&P Sectt, 

BCCL. 

 Unfortunately, he met with an untimely death on 22nd, March, 2017 after which his wife Mrs 

Mou Mukherjee opted for Monetary Compensation in lieu of employment as per provisions 

of CIL. Her compensation was fixed at Rs 16400/-. Later on after implementation of pay 

revision for  executives ,CIL revised this compensation to Rs 40000/- with effect from 

1.1.2017 vide it's  office order no 252 dated 23/9/2020. 

 She has highlighted the fact that even after repeated correspondences/requests/appeals to 

various competent authorities in BCCL, she has not been paid the compensation as per 

revised amount. 



 Moreover, even the previous payments @Rs 16400/- is not being credited to her regularly. 

She is forced to run from pillar to post, most of the time, as if she is begging for her rightful 

dues. 

 Authorities have made her a big loser and she still awaits for accrued sum of compensation. 

Had she been paid regularly, she would have gained considerable monetary value seeing the 

prevailing inflation these days. 

 Under the circumstances, her monthly compensation is requested to be suitably  regularized 

and revised along with payment of all her accrued amount. 

 Stern action is demanded against the officials responsible for such irregularities leading to 

harassment of a widow lady. 

 Hoping an early settlement of this case, 

With regards, 

 

 

P.K.SINGH RATHOR 
Principal General Secretary 

 
 

Enc: As above 

 

CC 

DP, BCCL 
DF,BCCL 
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